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Abstract

The earliest and most prevalent sensory experience includes tactile, thermal, and

olfactory stimulation delivered to the young via contact with the mother, and in some

mammals, the father. Prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), like humans, are biparental

and serve as a model for understanding the impact of parent/offspring interactions

on the developing brain. Prairie voles also exhibit natural variation in the level of tac-

tile stimulation delivered by the parents to the offspring, and this has been well docu-

mented and quantified. Previous studies revealed that adult prairie vole offspring

who received either high (HC) or low (LC) tactile contact from their parents have dif-

ferences in the size of cortical fields and the connections of somatosensory cortex. In

the current investigation, we examined gene expression, intraneocortical connectiv-

ity, and cortical thickness in newborn voles to appreciate when differences in HC and

LC offspring begin to emerge. We observed differences in developmentally regulated

genes, as well as variation in prelimbic and anterior cingulate cortical thickness at

postnatal Day 1 (P1) in HC and LC voles. Results from this study suggest that parent-

ing styles, such as those involving high or low physical contact, impact the developing

neocortex via very early sensory experience as well as differences in epigenetic modi-

fications that may emerge in HC and LC voles.

K E YWORD S

cortical connections, gene expression, neocortical development, parental care, RRID:

NCBITaxon_79684, RRID: SCR_002677, RRID: SCR_003070

1 | INTRODUCTION

During early life, critical developmental processes construct sensory

and motor systems that will ultimately generate the animal's behav-

ioral repertoire throughout a lifetime. Although there is a great deal of

genetic programming involved in the development of sensory and

motor systems, early sensory experience, such as visual, auditory, or

somatic stimulation can significantly impact developmental outcomes.

For many mammals, including humans, the most abundant and promi-

nent multisensory inputs in early life arrive via physical contact with

the mother. Seminal work from the 1950s by Harry Harlow

highlighted the importance of these tactile inputs in developing mon-

keys. Following maternal separation and the introduction of a

noncomforting “surrogate” mother made of wire, severe behavioral

deficits resulted in the infants who were denied early life physical

contact with their natural mothers (Harlow & Zimmerman, 1959), indi-

cating that early life parental contact has long-lasting implications on

offspring outcomes.

More recent studies that support the role of parental contact in

neural development have made use of natural variations in parental

care that exist within some populations of animals. One of the most

well studied is the natural variation of maternal licking and grooming
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behavior (LG) in rats (Champagne, Francis, Mar, & Meaney, 2003). It

has been demonstrated that the level of LG a rat offspring receives

from its mother can impact multiple outcomes including the stress

response and its corresponding neurological underpinnings

(Champagne et al., 2003; Francis, Diorio, Liu, & Meaney, 1999; Liu

et al., 1997), spatial learning, NMDA receptor density, BDNF expres-

sion (Liu, Diorio, Day, Francis, & Meaney, 2000), and synaptic plastic-

ity (Nguyen, Bagot, Diorio, Wong, & Meaney, 2015; van Hasselt et al.,

2012). It has also been shown that nongenomic (or epigenetic) regula-

tion plays a key role in establishing these differences reported in rat

models (Bagot et al., 2012; Francis et al., 1999).

However, considering that rodents in the genus Rattus are unipa-

rental (Saltzman et al., 2017), rat maternal care studies fail to capture

a key component of typical biparental human offspring care: care pro-

vided by the father. A more appropriate rodent model for human

development is the prairie vole (Microtus ochrogaster), a biparental

rodent that has been utilized to better understand how variations in

parental care can impact developmental outcomes. Prairie voles are

small rodents found primarily in central North America; they are noted

for their monogamy and well-documented social behaviors (Bales &

Carter, 2003; Getz, Carter, & Gavish, 1981; Williams, Catania, & Car-

ter, 1992). Important for the current study, prairie voles have also

been shown to display natural variation in the amount of parental care

they bestow upon offspring (Perkeybile & Bales, 2015a, 2015b; Per-

keybile, Griffin, & Bales, 2013), where pair bonded male–female dyads

can be characterized as either high contact (HC) or low contact (LC).

Thus, prairie voles provide a natural model for studying the impact of

early parental contact, and varying degrees of somatosensory and

olfactory input, on offspring development.

A primary feature of the mammalian neocortex is the complexity of

its organization. The cortex is comprised of areas that are both anatomi-

cally and functionally distinct, with an elaborate pattern of connectivity.

This complex system generates sophisticated behavioral phenotypes. For

example, primary somatosensory (S1) and motor (M1) cortex are areas

responsible for processing sensory inputs and generating motor outputs

that are critical for proper early development. Another cortical area, the

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), is involved in regulating social behavior

including social cognition, social evaluation, and interaction that is also

developmentally relevant (Rudebeck et al., 2007; Rudebeck, Walton,

Smyth, Bannerman, & Rushworth, 2006; Scearce-Levie et al., 2008).

These cortical areas develop through activity-independent mechanisms,

as well as sensory-driven, activity-dependent mechanisms in a process

termed arealization (Dye, El Shawa, & Huffman, 2011a, 2011b;

Homman-Ludiye & Bourne, 2014; O'Leary, Chou, & Sahara, 2007). Early

tactile and olfactory experience is often delivered to the offspring

through interactions with the parents, and this early sensory input plays

a key role in the establishment of distinct cortical areas. The Krubitzer

laboratory has shown that differences in parental caregiving styles are

associated with differences in the size of cortical fields (Seelke, Yuan,

Perkeybile, Krubitzer, & Bales, 2016), and cortico-cortical connections of

these areas (Seelke, Perkeybile, Grunewald, Bales, & Krubitzer, 2016) in

adult offspring of HC and LC voles. Previous studies using this model

have also shown that the amount of parental care received by prairie

vole offspring influences the development of social behaviors (Perkeybile

et al., 2013) and stress reactivity (Perkeybile & Bales, 2015a, 2015b).

While these data suggest that early differences in sensory experience

impact the organization and connectivity of the neocortex and subse-

quent behavior, when these differences emerge, and the mechanisms by

which these differences arise are still unclear (Bales et al., 2018).

It has been suggested that experience-related differences in brain

and behavioral development in LC and HC voles arise from differ-

ences in early sensory inputs, which engage epigenetic mechanisms

that activate or repress expression of genes crucial for cortical devel-

opment (Seelke, Yuan, et al., 2016; Perkeybile et al., 2019). This is

supported by cross-fostering studies in rats (Francis et al., 1999) and

prairie voles (Perkeybile et al., 2013) which show that maternal behav-

ior, rather than genotype, plays a more prominent role in certain off-

spring behavioral outcomes. Despite a wealth of behavioral data in

these species, studies on developing neocortex in different parental

care models are lacking. In order to better understand the impact of

sensory experience-related behavioral outcomes, it is critical to

explore molecular and neuroanatomical changes in the developing

brain that may underlie these phenotypes.

In this study, we examine neocortical gene expression patterns,

intraneocortical connectivity, and other aspects of neuroanatomical

development in newborn prairie voles (postnatal Day [P]1) born to either

HC or LC parents. We chose to examine connections in vole neocortex

very early in life, prior to the time when external experiences could play

a role in circuit modulation and neocortical development. This provides a

baseline from which to compare neuroanatomical development at later

developmental timepoints to determine at what age individual differ-

ences within a population begin to emerge. We compared the expression

patterns of RZRβ and Id2 within the neocortex in HC and LC vole off-

spring. These two genes are involved in postmitotic patterning of cortical

area connections and are proposed to be critical for the process of

arealization in rodents (Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b; Huffman, Garel, &

Rubenstein, 2004; Jabaudon, Shnider, Tischfield, Galazo, & Macklis,

2012; Park et al., 2013; Rubenstein et al., 1999). To our knowledge, no

gene expression analyses have been done for RZRβ and Id2 within M.

ochrogaster. We also examined patterns of intraneocortical connections

(INCs) of S1 and ACC in both groups of P1 voles using lipophilic dyes in

postmortem tissue. Finally, we assessed architectonic features of five dis-

tinct cortical areas using Nissl stained cryosectioned tissue: frontal,

prelimbic, anterior cingulate, primary somatosensory, and primary visual

cortex. Our results illuminate the underlying molecular mechanisms that

may be involved in generating differences in cortical organization and

connections in LC and HC voles, and at what point in development ana-

tomical differences in cortical connectivity between these groups arise.

2 | METHODS

A series of experiments were conducted in newborn vole offspring,

from parents determined to have either high or LC rearing styles. The

experimental timeline, outlining the different methods used, is shown

in Figure 1.
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2.1 | Subjects

Laboratory-bred prairie voles (M. ochrogaster, RRID: NCBITaxon_79684),

which descended from a stock of wild voles originally caught near Cham-

paign, Illinois, were used as subjects in this study. In total, 41 animals were

utilized (23 females and 18males; see Table 1). Voles were born and raised

in the University of California, Davis, Psychology Vivarium, and were

maintained on a 14:10 light/dark cycle starting at 6 am. Vole breeder pairs

and offspring were housed in laboratory cages (44 × 22 × 16 cm3) and

were provided chow (high fiber Purina rabbit chow) and water ad libitum.

Cotton nestlets were also provided for enrichment and nesting material.

Data analysis for all cases was performed blind to the contact type. All

experiments performed were approved by the UC Davis Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee and conform to NIH guidelines.

2.2 | Parental behavioral assessment

This study made use of the naturally occurring variation in the amount

of parental care a prairie vole breeding pair provides its offspring,

which has been quantified previously (Perkeybile et al., 2013; Per-

keybile & Bales, 2015a, 2015b; Seelke, Perkeybile, et al., 2016; Seelke,

Yuan, et al., 2016). During the early postpartum period, the home cage

was observed, and the amount of pup-directed behavior generated by

the parents was quantified (Figure 1). Details of parental scoring and

ranking are described elsewhere (Perkeybile et al., 2013). Briefly,

24 min sessions, including two in the morning and two in the after-

noon, occurred across P1-4. Behaviors were recorded live using

Behavior Tracker software (behaviortracker.com). Both mother and

father were examined for the following behaviors: huddling, pseudo-

huddling, nonhuddling contact, licking/grooming, anogenital licking/

grooming, retrievals, hunching, nest building, and autogrooming. Addi-

tionally, the mother was scored for lateral, active, and neutral nursing.

Each pup-directed contact behavior was scored as a continuous vari-

able, with the precise parameter measured being seconds spent

engaging within the specific behavior.

Following parental care quantification from two initial litters, the

total amount of pup-directed contact time from each breeding pair

was used to rank the pair in relation to the rest of the colony. The

breeding pairs that exhibited contact scores within the top 25% of the

colony distribution were designated as HC breeders, and those that

exhibited scores within the bottom 25% were designated as LC

breeders. Breeding pairs within the middle two quartiles were not

used within this study. Importantly, validity of the assignment appears

to be very stable, as 92% of assigned previous breeding pairs retained

their assignments in subsequent litters (Perkeybile et al., 2013). Once

confirmation of breeding pair status was achieved, eight LC and eight

HC breeding pairs were used to generate eight subsequent HC and

F IGURE 1 Breeding and experimental timeline. Breeding pairs of voles were scored for amounts of parental care they provided to their
offspring during an initial offspring generation. Once sorted and categorized by the parental care amounts, top quartile and bottom quartile pairs
were assigned as either high contact (HC) or low contact (LC) pairs, respectively. These same pairs generated a third litter which were

subsequently referred to as HC or LC offspring. One day following parturition, pups were sacrificed, brain tissue was removed, and three
experimental approaches were applied to offspring from each group as outlined in rightmost yellow boxes [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 List of total litters and
replicates (n) used per experimental
endpoint

HC LC

Total litters used 8 8

INC tracing: ACC and S1 5 (two males, three females) 3 (one male, two females)

Gene expression: RZRβ 5 (two males, three females) 7 (four males, three females)

Gene expression: Id2 5 (two males, three females) 5 (three males, two females)

Anatomy: Cortical thickness 5 (two males, three females) 6 (two males, four females)

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; HC, High contact; INC, intraneocortical connection; LC,

low contact.
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LC litters, and from these litters the P1 offspring used in this study

were obtained.

2.3 | Processing of P1 offspring brain tissue

All tissue for the following experiments was generated in the Depart-

ment of Psychology at the University of California, Davis, and all post-

mortem experiments were performed at the University of California,

Riverside (UCR). At P1, HC and LC pups were euthanized by an over-

dose of sodium pentobarbital (250 mg/kg, IP), and were transcardially

perfused with 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS) followed by 4% para-

formaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Following perfusion,

whole brains were rapidly dissected and extracted, postfixed in 4% PFA,

and shipped overnight to UCR. For histology and dye tracing experi-

ments, brains were placed in 4% PFA for long-term storage at 4�C. For

in situ hybridization (ISH) experiments, brains were dehydrated using

ascending concentrations of methanol, and were stored in 100% metha-

nol at −20�C.

2.4 | Dye tracing

In order to assess INC development at P1 in both LC and HC voles, single

crystals of 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindocarbocyanine (DiI;

Invitrogen) and 4-(4-[dihexadecylamino]styryl)-N-methylpyridinium iodide

(DiA; Invitrogen) were placed into the neocortex of single postmortem

hemispheres (HC: n = 5; LC: n = 3; Table 1). Single dye crystals of each

variety were placed in either putative ACC or putative primary somato-

sensory cortex (S1) in each hemisphere. The ACC is situated between

motor and prelimbic cortex (PrL) in rodents and the hemisected brain pro-

vides direct access to the ACC on the medial side. Somatosensory cortex

is located between motor and visual cortex and the hemisected brain pro-

vides direct access to S1 on the lateral side. In order to reduce cross-case

variability and to ensure proper placement of dyes, we used the Atlas of

the Developing Mouse Brain (Paxinos, Halliday, Watson, Koutcherov, &

Wang, 2007) as a guide to locate ACC and S1. For the most part, major

subdivisions of the rodent brain are conserved across species

(Krubitzer & Seelke, 2012); because there is no developmental atlas for

prairie voles, we used a well-established mouse atlas to guide our dye

placements. In all cases, crystals were inserted perpendicular to the corti-

cal layers to a point where the tip of the crystal was placed just below the

cortical surface; the deepest tip of each dye crystal was inserted approxi-

mately 300 μm below the cortical surface. Detailed methodology on dye

crystal placement has been described previously (Abbott, Rohac, Bottom,

Patadia, & Huffman, 2018; Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b; El Shawa, Abbott, &

Huffman, 2013). Following dye placement, hemispheres were stored in

4% PFA in the dark at room temperature for 4–6 weeks to allow for the

transport of tracer. To ensure proper transport of dye, retrogradely

labeled cells in the thalamus, originating from dye placements in each

hemisphere, were verified as present in each case by visually examining

the thalamus on the exposed medial surface via a fluorescent microscope.

Once verified, the tissue was prepared for sectioning and embedded in

4% low-melting point agarose. Using a vibratome (Leica), hemispheres

were sectioned coronally at 100 μm increments. Sections were collected

in 1X PBS, counterstained with 40,6-diamidine-2-phenylindole

dihydrochloride crystallized (DAPI; Roche), mounted onto glass slides and

coverslipped with Flouromount (Sigma-Aldrich) medium. The positioning

of dye placements was verified using thalamic back labeling (Figure 2). To

verify S1 dye placements, we identified retrogradely labeled neurons in

F IGURE 2 Dye placement and
thalamic verification.
Representative whole hemisphere
views of brains with dye
placements in putative anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) (a) and S1
(c). (b) Coronal section of P1 vole
hemisphere demonstrating
retrograde labeling in the

mediodorsal nucleus of the
thalamus (MD) stemming from
ACC dye placement as seen in
(a). (d) Coronal section of P1 vole
hemisphere demonstrating
retrograde labeling in the ventral
posterior nucleus of the thalamus
(VP) stemming from S1 dye
placement as seen in c. Image
oriented dorsal (D) up, rostral
(R) right in (a); lateral (L) up,
rostral (R) right in (c); dorsal
(D) up, medial (M) right in (b,d).
Scale bars = 2 mm (a,c) and
500 μm (b,d) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the ventral posterior nucleus of the thalamus (VP) originating from the S1

dye placement location (DPL). For ACC DPLs, we examined sections sta-

ined for Nissl and were able to determine the borders of the region by

using nearby landmarks such as lateral and medial septal nuclei, the dorsal

tenia tecta and PrL as well as the prominent layer V in motor cortex at the

dorsal border of ACC. Although we confirmed retrograde labeling in the

medial dorsal nucleus (MD) of the thalamus resulting from ACC DPLs,

confirmation of retrogradely labeled cells for ACC injections is less reliable

due to the widespread nature of connections between the ACC and thal-

amus (Delevich, Tucciarone, Huang, & Li, 2015; Finch, Derian, &

Babb, 1984).

All HC and LC sections were digitally imaged with three different

filters using a Zeiss Axio Imager Upright Microscope equipped with fluo-

rescence and captured using a digital high-resolution Zeiss Axio camera

(HRm) using Axiovision software (version 4.7, RRID: SCR_002677).

Three filters used were as follows: blue for DAPI counterstain, red for

DiI, and green for DiA (excitation wavelengths: blue, DAPI 359 nm; red,

Cy 3,550 nm; green, GFP 470 nm; emission wavelengths: blue, DAPI

461 nm; red, Cy 3,570 nm; green, GFP 509 nm). The three images for

each section were merged and saved in high-resolution TIF format.

2.5 | Dye tracing analyses

In order to assess the development of INCs, the DPLs were verified for

each case by analyzing thalamocortical labeling in sections of both HC

and LC hemispheres (Figure 2) as well as cortical Nissl staining. Only

cases in which DPLs were verified to be within the areas of interest were

included and compared across contact types. Unedited images of coronal

sections from HC and LC brains were anatomically aligned using DAPI

stained landmarks and annotated examples are presented in a side-by-

side, rostral to caudal series for comparison. In order to illustrate the

overall pattern of INCs across the extent of the neocortex, we used coro-

nal sections to create 2D, “flattened” reconstructions of a lateral view of

the neocortex, on which the extent of the DPL and resulting retrogradely

labeled cells were superimposed. To do this, we first draw the outlines of

the coronal section, as well as any anatomical landmarks present at that

level, along with the labeled cells, on each and every section. These sec-

tions are 100 μm thick. The drawn overlays for each section are stacked,

aligned and coregistered and manually flattened using precise measure-

ment and local anatomical landmarks using Adobe Illustrator. A standard

cortical outline with dorsal, ventral, rostral, and caudal limits was applied

to the transformation of serial coronal sections into a reconstructed flat-

tened image. In this way, we can transform data from coronally cut tissue

sections into flattened reconstructions of the neocortex. This methodol-

ogy has been previously used in both embryonic and adult mice and can

accurately demonstrate the boundaries of cortical sensory and motor

regions within young mice (Abbott et al., 2018; Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b;

El Shawa et al., 2013; Huffman et al., 2004).

Dye tracing data were also quantified in two ways to determine

both the reproducibility of dye uptake at the DPL and the overall pro-

jection zones of neurons within individual hemispheres. First, the dye

uptake extent (the area around the dye crystal insertion site where the

dye was absorbed) was measured across the sections where present.

The DPL uptake (in mm) was calculated as a percentage of total cortical

length for each case. This method controlled for differences in cortical

length and ensured the size of dye crystals and uptake zone was consis-

tent across cases. This is critical for proper comparison of

intraneocortical connectivity between HC and LC voles. In addition, the

extent of neurons projecting to ACC and S1, in percentage of cortical

length, was measured using the locations of the most caudal and most

rostral retrogradely labeled cells for each DPL in each case. This way

we could determine the expanse of the INCs for each dye placement.

Differences in calculated projection zones from ACC and S1 dye place-

ments were compared between groups using unpaired t tests.

2.6 | ISH techniques and analyses

Gene expression patterns within the cortex of P1 voles were assessed

using standard protocols for nonradioactive free-floating RNA in situ

hybridization (ISH) (Abbott et al., 2018; Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b; El

Shawa et al., 2013; Huffman et al., 2004). Probes for RZRβ and Id2 (cour-

tesy of John Rubenstein, UCSF) were used to identify patterns of neo-

cortical expression in P1 HC and LC brains. Briefly, hemispheres

designated for ISH were embedded in gelatin-albumin and sectioned

coronally at 100 μm increments using a vibratome. After hybridization,

sections were permeabilized in 50% glycerol, mounted onto glass slides,

and coverslipped. All hybridized sections were digitally imaged using a

Zeiss SteREO Discovery V.12 dissecting microscope and captured using

a digital high-resolution Zeiss Axio camera (HRm) using Axiovision soft-

ware (version 4.7). Anatomically matched-level HC and LC sections were

presented together to directly compare RZRβ (HC: n = 5; LC: n = 7;

Table 1) and Id2 (HC: n = 5; LC: n = 5; Table 1) expression patterns.

Id2 gene expression within a specific, highlighted region of interest

(ROI) of neocortex of P1 HC and LC voles was further analyzed. Tran-

script densities were measured in HC and LC brains using a static ROI

placed onto raw ISH data sections using the ImageJ software (NIH,

RRID: SCR_003070). Briefly, raw image densities were converted to

binary values and adjusted to a standard threshold. This resulted in

transformed images where transcript present in raw data was

converted to black pixels and the absence of transcript was converted

to white pixels. The area of black pixels within the static ROI was mea-

sured in each case using ImageJ, and the resulting transcript densities

were presented as a percentage of the total pixels present within the

defined ROI area. These calculated transcript densities were compared

between groups using unpaired t tests. Details of this technique have

been described previously (Abbott et al., 2018; El Shawa et al., 2013).

2.7 | Histology (anatomy) measures

To assess the impact of parental care on gross neocortical develop-

ment, we used Nissl stained tissue from HC and LC P1 brain hemi-

spheres (HC: n = 5; LC: n = 6; Table 1). Briefly, brains kept in 4% PFA

were washed with 1X PBS then placed into 30% sucrose/PBS for

BOTTOM ET AL. 5



cryoprotection for 3 days. Once cryoprotected, hemispheres were

frozen to a histology chuck positioned to cut in the coronal plane

using optimum cutting temperature medium (Fisher). Hemispheres

were then sectioned at 30 μm using a Leica Cryostat at −22�C cham-

ber temperature. Serial sections were collected onto gelatin-coated

slides and allowed to dry for 1–3 days. Once dry, slides were stained

for Nissl substance and were cover slipped using Permount (Fisher)

and digitally imaged using a Zeiss SteREO Discovery V.12 dissecting

microscope and captured using a digital high-resolution Zeiss Axio

camera (HRm) using Axiovision software (version 4.7).

Once imaged, ROIs in matched individual tissue sections were mea-

sured across all cases using an electronic micrometer in ImageJ (NIH) by

a trained researcher blind to the contact type. Sections taken from dif-

ferent rostral-caudal levels were matched across cases using established

anatomical landmarks such as the corpus callosum, anterior commissure,

size, and subdivision of the hippocampus, and lateral ventricles. Cortical

thickness measures in sections stained for Nissl were taken along a line

perpendicular to the cortical sheet extending between the most superfi-

cial portion of Layer I to the deepest portion of Layer VI, which was

judged based on the visible division between Nissl-stained cell bodies

and the underlying white matter. These included frontal cortex (FC),

PrL, ACC, primary somatosensory cortex (S1), and primary visual cortex

(V1). ROIs were identified with the Atlas of Developing Mouse Brain

(Paxinos et al., 2007) using specific cortical and subcortical landmarks

such as the corpus callosum, the anterior commissure, the fimbria of

hippocampus, and the superior colliculus. Cortical thickness measure-

ments (in μm) were analyzed between groups via standard t test. In

addition, a second trained observer performed the same measurements

in 40% of cases spanning all cortical areas measured to exclude system-

atic single experimenter error or bias. Based on these second set of

measurements, the mean interobserver difference was 0.0017 mm, and

the intraclass correlation was calculated to be 0.9665, indicative of a

high degree of agreement among observers.

2.8 | Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were conducted using Prism 6 (Graphpad). For

between group comparisons in DPL spread, projection zones, transcript

densities, and cortical thickness measurements, standard unpaired

t test analyses were used. In all experimental measures, data was

assessed for in-group sex differences (data not shown). Due to lack of

significant differences achieved by these analyses, all male and female

subjects were combined for presented data. For all tests, statistical sig-

nificance was set as p < .05. Data are presented as means ± SEM.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Dye labeling experiments

In all dye labeling experiments (HC: n = 5; LC: n = 3), small, single crys-

tals of DiI were placed into putative ACC and similar size crystals of

DiA were placed into putative primary somatosensory cortex

(S1) within the same hemispheres. These particular areas were chosen

based upon their involvement with behaviors that are highly sensitive

to early sensory experience.

First, we present raw data from single cases from each contact type

(LC and HC) as a series of coronal hemisections organized from rostral to

caudal (Figure 3). Asmentioned above, HC (Figure 3, a1-6) and LC (Figure 3,

b1-6) P1 hemispheres had DiI crystals placed into putative ACC (*ACC,

Figure 3, a2, 3b2) and DiA crystals placed into putative S1 (*S, Figure 3, a4,

3b4) with DPLs denoted by asterisks. As shown by these two representa-

tive cases, the distribution patterns of retrogradely labeled cells were largely

similar between HC and LC for both S1 and ACC dye placements. Putative

S1 dye placements resulted in labeled cells largely within the area surround-

ing theDPL, likelywithin the developing boundaries of primary and second-

ary somatosensory cortex, as well as more rostral regions in the location of

motor cortex in both HC and LC voles. Putative ACC dye placements

resulted in labeled cellswithin cingulate cortex, in the frontal pole of neocor-

tex, and in PrL in both HC and LC animals. These overall patterns are more

clearly visualized using lateral-view, “flattened” cortical reconstructions

(Figure 4). As confirmed from raw data analyses, S1 injections (green blobs)

resulted in largely similar patterns of labeled INCs (green dots) in both HC

(Figure 4, a1-3) and LC voles (Figure 4, b1-3). Putative ACC injections (red

blobs) resulted in labeled INCs in similar locations in HC voles compared to

the LC group (red dots, Figure 4, a1-3, b1-3).

In order to confirm the qualitative analyses described above, we quan-

tified both DPL uptake and the associated projection zones from putative

ACC and S1 dye placements, in both groups, as a function of percent total

cortical length. Results of these measurements confirmed that there were

no significant differences in DPL uptake between HC and LC voles in ACC

DPLs (Figure 5a; HC: 13.57 ± 0.5507% total cortical length; LC: 13.71

± 1.460% total cortical length) or in S1 DPLs (Figure 5c; HC: 8.095

± 1.332% total cortical length; LC: 11.18 ± 1.979% total cortical length).

Also, in accordance with the qualitative data analyses, S1 projection zones

were not significantly different between HC (58.71 ± 4.802% total cortical

length) and LC (47.55 ± 2.186% total cortical length) voles at P1

(Figure 5d). Finally, no significant differences were found when comparing

ACC projection zones between HC and LC brains using t-test analyses

(Figure 5b; HC: 75.14 ± 1.8155 total cortical length; LC: 64.43 ± 4.771%

total cortical length, p = .0646). Overall, these results suggest that on the

day of birth there are no statistically significant differences in the patterns

of intracortical connections of S1 or ACC in low versus HC voles.

3.2 | Gene expression: ISH

Here, we examine the expression of RZRβ and Id2 in P1 HC and LC

vole neocortex using ISH. Coronal sections of hemispheres hybridized

to either RZRβ or Id2 are presented within Figure 6. RZRβ (also known

as RORB) expression within the P1 prairie vole brain appears to mirror

that of developing mouse and rat brain (Dye et al., 2011a; Schaeren-

Wierners, André, Kapfhammer, & Becker-André, 1997), where expres-

sion is largely limited to cortical Layer IV (Figure 6, a1-4, b1-4), and

overall expression is patterned in a high-rostral to low-caudal gradient.
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Similar to other rodents (Woolsey & Van der Loos, 1970; Woolsey,

Welker, & Schwartz, 1975), prairie voles have a characteristic barrel

cortex in S1 where clusters of cells respond to stimulation of the

whiskers, as previously described (Campi, Karlen, Bales, & Krubitzer,

2007). We observed robust expression of RZRβ within the developing

barrel cortex (arrows, Figure 6, a2-3, b2-3) of P1 voles, regardless of

parental care style. Using carefully matched-levels, section analyses

between HC (n = 5) and LC (n = 7) brains demonstrated no discernible

differences between HC and LC voles in RZRβ expression patterns,

suggesting that limited early sensory experience variation or potential

inheritance does not affect RZRβ expression at P1.

Id2 (Inhibitor of DNA binding-2) expression (Figure 6, c1-4, d1-4)

within developing prairie vole neocortex also closely matches that of

developing murine neocortex (Dye et al., 2011a; Rubenstein et al.,

1999). At P1, Id2 expression patterns are present, with the majority of

expression generally restricted to cortical layers II/III, as well as Layers

V and VI, and distinct absence of expression in Layer IV. Also apparent

within voles at P1, there is an abrupt lack of expression within Layers

II/III near primary sensory areas, such as caudal S1 (black arrows,

Figure 6, c3, d3) and V1 (black arrows, Figure 6, c4, d4). In contrast to

RZRβ, differences were observed in Id2 expression at the level of cau-

dal parietal cortex, in the putative S1, between LC and HC voles. Spe-

cifically, there was an abrupt cessation of expression in Layers II/III in

HC voles (arrow, Figure 6, c3; Figure 7a). However, in LC animals, this

border of expression is shifted laterally (arrow, Figure 6, d3;

Figure 7b). In addition, this lateral shift remains consistent in LC voles

in caudal sections of the cortex (compare left arrow position in

Figure 6, c4 vs. left arrow in Figure 6, d4). In order to quantify this

observed difference, we used binary-converted images of raw data to

measure the density of Id2 transcript present within a static ROI. The

ROI measured is denoted within the line drawing shown in Figure 7c

and corresponded to an area restricted to cortical Layers II/III. Statisti-

cal analyses revealed a significant increase in transcript within the ROI

in LC voles compared to the HC group (HC: n = 5, 19.80 ± 4.730%

area fraction; LC: n = 5, 61.97 ± 3.139% area fraction, ***p = .008).

Next, we analyzed the combined expression patterns of RZRβ and

Id2, as overlapping and abutting expression of several genes has been

implicated in patterning of developing neocortex, acting as coopera-

tive and opposing molecular forces (Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b). In

Figure 8, we present the RZRβ and Id2 expression and their merged

patterns in coronal hemisections near the somatosensory/motor cor-

tex border. Interestingly, the clear absence of expression of Id2 within

Layer IV in both HC and LC voles corresponds almost directly to the

strong Layer IV RZRβ expression, as seen in the merged images. This

remarkably precise synergy in expression patterns is present in both

HC (Figure 8, a1-3) and LC (Figure 8, b1-3) voles at P1, and we did

not observe any phenotypic difference between the groups. Overall,

these results suggest that prairie vole early forebrain development

and genetic patterning is similar to what has been described in several

other mammalian species, and that the general expression patterns

are similar in both LC and HC animals. However, as noted above,

there is a significance difference in the expression pattern of ID2 in

parietal cortex in LC voles compared to HC voles.

F IGURE 3 Somatosensory and anterior cingulate intraneocortical

connections (INC) in postnatal Day 1 (P1) pups. Vibratome-cut 100 μM
coronal sections from P1 hemispheres are arranged in a rostral (top) to

caudal (bottom) series following crystal placement of DiI (red) or DiA

(green) in putative anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; a2, b2, stars) and

somatosensory (S1; a4, b4, stars) cortex of high contact (HC; a1-6), and

low-contact (LC; b1-6) offspring brains. Sections were counterstained

with DAPI (blue). Analysis of ACC and S1 connections revealed no

difference between LC and HC offspring. Sections are oriented dorsal

(D) up and lateral (L) to the right. Scale bar = 500 μm [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F IGURE 4 Flattened reconstructions of
LC and HC brains at P1. Drawn, “flattened”
neocortex images, reconstructed from
coronal sections of three different high-
contact (a1-3) and low-contact (b1-3)
brains illustrating the retrograde
connections of anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) (red) and S1 (green) at postnatal Day
1. A standard cortical outline with dorsal,

ventral, rostral, and caudal limits was
applied to all cases for the transformation
of serial coronal sections into
reconstructed flattened cortical image.
Black lines: Cortical outline; arrow/red
patches: DiI anterior cingulate dye
placement locations (DPLs); arrow/green
patches: DiA somatosensory DPLs; green/
red dots: Retrogradely labeled cell bodies.
Reconstructions are oriented medial
(M) up and caudal (C) to the right. Scale
bar = 1,000 μm [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 5 Quantitative analysis of dye
labeling. (a) Putative anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) dye placement location
(DPL) spread as a function of total cortical
length. No differences are present among
groups. (b) ACC projection zones as a
function of total cortical length. No
differences are present among groups.
(c) Putative primary somatosensory cortex
(S1) DPL spread as a function of total
cortical length. No differences are present
among groups (d), S1 projection zones as
a function of total cortical length. No
significant differences are present
between high contact (HC) and low
contact (LC) voles. Bars represent group
means ± SEM
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3.3 | Cortical thickness in P1 HC and LC voles

Cortical thickness is a dynamic characteristic of the developing fore-

brain (Shaw et al., 2008), and has major implications for future neuro-

nal processing and subsequent behavior (Burgaleta, Johnson, Waber,

Colom, & Karama, 2014; Karama et al., 2011). We compared cortical

thickness in coronal sections between HC (n = 5) and LC (n = 6) voles

at P1 within five distinct, putative areas: frontal cortex (FC) (Figure 9a),

prelimbic cortex (PrL) (Figure 9b), ACC (Figure 9c), primary somatosen-

sory cortex (Figure 9d), and primary visual cortex (Figure 9e).

At P1, there were no significant differences in cortical thickness

between HC (1.346 ± 0.02901 mm) and LC (1.492 ± 0.06012 mm)

F IGURE 6 Analysis of neocortical expression of RZRβ and Id2. High magnification P1 coronal sections of high-contact (HC) (a1-4) and low-
contact (LC) (b1-4) offspring in situ hybridized to RZRβ, as well as sections of HC (c1-4), LC (d1-4) offspring in situ hybridized to inhibitor of DNA

binding 2 (Id2). White arrowheads (a2-3, b2-3) indicate strong RZRβ expression in the developing barrel cortex in S1, similar to expression
patterns in mouse development. Black arrowheads in c3-4 and d3-4 indicate the border of superficial Id2 expression, which is shifted laterally in
LC pups compared to HC pups. Images oriented dorsal (D) up, lateral (L) right. Scale bar = 1,000 μm
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F IGURE 8 Analysis of RZRβ and Id2 expression at the sensory-motor border. P1 coronal sections of high-contact (HC) (a1-3) and low-contact
(LC) (b1-3) offspring hybridized to RZRβ (a1, b1) and Id2 (a2, b2) at the level of the somatosensory-motor cortex. Merging the expression patterns
together (a3, b3) reveals the primarily complementary patterning of RZRβ and Id2 expression at this level, as well as a thin overlapping region in
both LC and HC offspring. Purple, Id2 expression; yellow, RZRβ expression. Images oriented dorsal (D) up, lateral (L) right. Scale bar = 1,000 μm
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 7 Semiquantitative analysis of
Id2 transcript density within somatosensory
cortex region of interest (ROI). (a,b)
Representative coronal sections of high
contact (HC) (a) and low contact
(LC) (b) P1 vole hemispheres hybridized to
Id2. Note the lateral shift in Layer II/III Id2
expression in LC voles (arrow, b)
compared to HC voles (arrow, a). (c) Line

drawing of the anatomical level (using
Paxinos et al. (2007) as a guide) in which a
static electronically drawn ROI was placed
on sections of binary-converted in situ
hybridization (ISH) experiments to
quantify levels of mRNA expression.
(d) LC brains display an increase in Id2
transcript densities compared to HC in
the ROI defined in (c) (***p = .008,
unpaired t test). Bars represent group
means ± SEM. ISH images and line
drawing oriented dorsal (D) up, lateral
(L) right. Scale bar = 1,000 μm
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voles within FC. (Figure 9, a3). Likewise, there were no significant dif-

ferences between HC (0.7716 ± 0.01216 mm) and LC (0.7150

± 0.03130 mm) voles within somatosensory cortex (Figure 9, d3) and

visual cortex; HC (0.3932 ± 0.01534 mm) and LC (0.3973

± 0.02072 mm) (Figure 9, e3). However, we did observe a significant

decrease in PrL thickness in LC (0.5196 ± 0.01102 mm) voles com-

pared to HC (0.5908 ± 0.02422 mm) (Figure 9b3; *p = .0281), as well

as in the ACC (LC: 0.5826 ± 0.02718 mm; HC 0.6963 ± 0.04054 mm)

(Figure 9c3; *p = .0482).

4 | DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to investigate if differences in the cortical

connections observed in HC and LC adult voles are present at birth,

and to determine if differences in the expression patterns of genes

involved in cortical development and connectivity exist at this early

developmental stage in these two groups. It is well established that var-

iations in sensory experience generated by experimental manipulations

can produce long-lasting changes in cortical organization (Chang &

Merzenich, 2003; Shepherd, Pologruto, & Svoboda, 2003; Tagawa,

Kanold, Majdan, & Shatz, 2005). However, it is not well understood

how individual differences naturally emerge within a population, or the

extent to which these differences are driven by direct alterations to the

genomic sequence or via extrinsic, activity-dependent mechanisms.

In this study, we took advantage of systematic, naturally occur-

ring variation in early sensory experiences due to differential parental

contact in prairie voles. Behavioral variation in tactile contact of par-

ents has been previously correlated with quantifiable differences in

S1 cortical areal boundaries and patterns of connectivity in adult voles

(Seelke, Perkeybile, et al., 2016; Seelke, Yuan, et al., 2016). Further-

more, previous work has shown that voles who received differential

parental care exhibited differences in social behavior (Perkeybile et al.,

2013), which may be regulated by the ACC (Apps, Rushworth, &

Chang, 2016). Using the vole as our animal model, we examined INCs

of S1 and ACC, patterns of gene expression, and cortical thickness in

LC and HC vole newborn offspring. These methods were used in

order to determine if individual differences in cortical connections of

LC and HC voles are present at birth, and to elucidate the potential

mechanisms that may promote these differences observed in adult

offspring.

4.1 | Cortical connections

Studies in adult LC and HC voles demonstrated quantifiable differ-

ences in the intra- and inter-hemispheric connections of the perioral

face region of S1. Specifically, HC voles had a greater density of

intrinsic connections within S1, and a more restricted pattern of ipsi-

lateral connections was present when compared to LC voles. LC voles

had denser and more widespread projections from parietal and FC,

and more broadly distributed callosal projections compared to HC

voles (Seelke, Perkeybile, et al., 2016). In the current study, we found

no statistically significant differences between HC and LC offspring at

F IGURE 9 Cortical thickness at P1. Coronal 40 μm sections in high contact (HC) (top row, a1–e1) and low contact (LC) P1 voles (middle row,
a2–e2). Arrows indicate measurements of cortical thickness. No differences were observed in putative frontal cortex (a3), somatosensory (d3),
and visual cortices (e3). However, a significant reduction was detected in putative prelimbic (b3; *p < .05) and anterior cingulate cortex (c3;
*p < .05) in the LC group compared to HC voles. Bars represent group means ± SEM. Images oriented dorsal (D) up, lateral (L) left. Scale bar in a2
applies to a1-2. Scale bar in e2 applies to all images in (b–e). Both scale bars = 500 μm
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P1 in either S1 or ACC connectivity, despite the differences previ-

ously reported in S1 in adult offspring (Seelke, Perkeybile, et al.,

2016). These findings suggest that the development of individual dif-

ferences in cortical connections in HC versus LC voles must occur

after P1, and, these differences in adults may reflect the conse-

quences of differential tactile input bestowed upon them via parental

care, which in turn may trigger activity dependent mechanisms

involved in the establishment and modification of cortical connec-

tions. Although a comprehensive study of developing cortical connec-

tions within the prairie vole is not available, rodents (e.g., mouse)

typically undergo extensive development of cortical connections in

early life involving rudimentary patterns emerging in late prenatal

stages, and beginning to take adult-like form within the first 2 weeks

of postnatal life (Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b). As a member of the order

Rodentia, prairie voles likely undergo a similar trajectory of cortical

development. Further work examining later postnatal juvenile ages

will provide key information on when differences in cortical organiza-

tion and connectivity emerge in high and LC offspring.

In the current study, we also examined the connections of ACC,

an area which has been implicated in several complex behaviors in

rodents including attention, motivation, reward processing, and social

behaviors (reviewed in Apps et al., 2016). Despite the role of ACC in a

number of important behaviors, there are few studies that examine

the development of this field and its patterns of connections in any

rodent (Hossain et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2015; Piper et al., 2009; Rash &

Richards, 2001), and these studies largely focus on callosal connectiv-

ity development in this area. Due to the difference in social behaviors

observed in adolescent HC and LC voles (Perkeybile et al., 2013), we

hypothesized that ACC may also represent a cortical area whose orga-

nization is susceptible to early parental care variation. However, our

results demonstrate that differences do not exist between HC and LC

offspring in ACC connectivity at P1. If HC and LC voles do display dif-

ferences in patterns of ACC connections, they may emerge in

later life.

4.2 | Gene expression

Cortical development relies heavily on spatial and temporal-specific

regulation of gene expression patterns, including that of several tran-

scription factors. Here, we assessed patterns of two specific genes in

P1 offspring, RZRβ and Id2, which represent a subset of genes

involved in development of cortical connections as well as in pattern-

ing functionally and architectonically distinct cortical areas. RZRβ and

Id2 are both strongly expressed in late prenatal and early postnatal

cortical neurons in area- and layer-specific ways (Rubenstein et al.,

1999). The expression patterns of these two genes have been shown

to abut each other at the boundaries of developing sensorimotor

areas (Huffman et al., 2004). These patterns at area boundaries, which

are mostly complementary, have been hypothesized to provide a guid-

ing influence on INC development (Dye et al., 2011a, 2011b). As we

see in Figure 8, this also holds true for prairie voles. These early neo-

cortical gene expression patterns have been directly implicated in the

guidance and patterning of INC development (Huffman et al., 2004),

making them ideal candidates for an initial characterization of gene

expression in our vole model of differential parental care.

Although we report no significant differences in RZRβ expression,

we do observe a significant difference in Id2 expression between HC

and LC voles at P1. Specifically, we observed a lateral shift in layer

II/III expression in LC offspring compared to HC offspring. Interest-

ingly, this shift in expression coincides anatomically to the M1/S1 bor-

der, with LC voles displaying an expression pattern different from that

seen in S1 of HC voles and other rodents such as mice (Dye et al.,

2011a). Functionally, this differential gene expression could form part

of the molecular substrate responsible for the alterations in cortical

connections and cortical area size differences observed for S1 and M1

in adult voles (Seelke, Perkeybile, et al., 2016).

Id2, a transcription factor in the inhibitor of differentiation/DNA

binding protein family (Benezra, Davis, Lockshon, Turner, &

Weintraub, 1990), impacts a large number of genetic networks

involved in brain development, including neurogenesis (Toma, El-Bizri,

Barnabe-Heider, Aloyz, & Miller, 2000) and apoptosis (Gleichmann

et al., 2002). Notably, in postmitotic neurons, Id2 is involved in axo-

nal/neurite outgrowth (Huang et al., 2019; Ko et al., 2016; Lasorella

et al., 2006), providing a potential mechanistic framework for the dif-

ferences in cortical connectivity and overall area boundaries observed

between HC and LC adult voles. Taken together, our results suggest

that differential parental care (and thus, sensory inputs) may epigenet-

ically alter expression patterns of early postnatal cortical genes and, in

turn, drive the differences in both connectivity patterns and overall

area boundaries observed in later life.

4.3 | Cortical thickness

During early development, there is dynamic regulation of cortical

thickness (Shaw et al., 2008; Tamnes et al., 2010). Here, we used cor-

tical thickness measures to assess changes in cortical development

possibly related to parenting style and physical contact. Specifically,

we measured cortical thickness from five distinct, putative regions,

including FC, prelimbic (PrL) cortex, ACC, primary somatosensory cor-

tex (S1), and primary visual cortex (V1) to assess if gross developmen-

tal trajectories were impacted by differential parental care in P1 voles.

Following quantitative analyses, significant differences in PrL and

ACC cortical thicknesses were observed between HC and LC voles, as

LC voles had significantly thinner PrL and ACC regions.

PrL cortex, as a part of the medial pre-FC and a part of the limbic

system in mammals, has been implicated in several complex behaviors,

including fear conditioning (Gilmartin & Helmstetter, 2010), atten-

tional set shifting (Birrell & Brown, 2000), and regulation of the stress

response (McKlveen et al., 2013). Additionally, the ACC is known to

be involved in socio-emotional processing, and like PrL, is an impor-

tant component of the limbic system (Rolls, 2019). Interestingly, HC

and LC vole offspring have been shown to display differential stress

responses in both nonsocial (Perkeybile & Bales, 2015b) and social

contexts (Perkeybile & Bales, 2015a), suggesting that the differences
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in gross developmental trajectory of PrL and ACC at P1 may contrib-

ute to these later-life behaviors. Overall, these results suggest that

development of prelimbic and ACC may be altered by temporally lim-

ited, very early sensory experiences (i.e. parental care variations),

and/or by epigenetically mediated changes that are distinct between

the two contact types of voles (LC and HC). However, sensory areas,

such as S1 and V1, may not be susceptible to alterations until later

ages, after sensory organs are fully developed and sensory experience

is more abundant and diverse.

4.4 | Conclusions

We report that, at birth, vole offspring born to either HC or LC paren-

tal pairs exhibit significant shifts in Id2 gene expression near the

M1/S1 boundary, as well as differences in prelimbic and anterior cin-

gulate cortical thickness. In contrast, no significant differences were

observed between HC and LC P1 offspring in ACC or S1 INC connec-

tivity, suggesting that the differences in connections of S1 in adult LC

and HC voles (Seelke, Perkeybile, et al., 2016) arise after P1. Overall,

these results support the hypothesis that individual differences in cor-

tical connectivity and organization emerge in later life, potentially

through epigenetic mechanisms that are driven by differential tactile

experiences. In future studies, we will further investigate these pro-

cesses by cross-fostering LC and HC and examining connections and

patterns of gene expression at subsequent ages to disentangle how

these naturally occurring individual differences in brain and behavior

emerge within a population.
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